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   scottsampson @Will_Powered Enjoy the rest of your day mate. Been a pleasure 
#EDCTH -5:08 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   Will_Powered Time to close up some projects before the end of the day. Great 
talking to ya! #EDCTH -5:07 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   scottsampson @Will_Powered I've tried learning, I just can't get to grips with it lol. 
To me, beautiful code is far more artistic anyway :) #EDCTH -5:04 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   Will_Powered @scottsampson Haha I've still got a long way to go design-wise, but 
the folks who focus on design here are really great at teaching. #EDCTH -5:03 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   scottsampson @Will_Powered So a devigner as opposed to a deseloper lol. I'm 
purely dev. I can't design for monkeys. #EDCTH -5:01 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   Will_Powered @scottsampson At my agency we all work with both. I specialize in 
development, but its my job to learn design to compliment it. #EDCTH -5:00 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   Will_Powered Took courses in college and was really inspired by the mix of coding 
and design; its the only job that doesn't feel like work. #EDCTH -4:59 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   scottsampson @Will_Powered So are you a designer or a developer? or a bit of 
both? #EDCTH -4:59 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   DCTH #EDCTH sessions are at 20:00-21:30 GMT. There is another session (#dcth) 
at 19:00-20:30 EST. Great chat this week, see you next time? #edcth -4:58 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   Will_Powered @scottsampson Was always good at math & art. Tried architecture, 
tried software programming, tried studio art... couldn't dig it. #EDCTH -4:58 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   madambeauregard well here I am, package designer from Vancouver, BC. 10 + 
years in the making. been creative all my life. can't work without it #edcth -4:56 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 
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   madambeauregard ah, good tips, thanks! LOL! #edcth -4:55 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   scottsampson OK, how bout this: Why did you become a developer/designer/
creative? What prompted you to get into the industry? #EDCTH -4:54 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   madambeauregard hi! first time at design chat. how does this work? #edcth -4:53 PM 

Jul 22nd, 2010 

   scottsampson @Will_Powered lol maybe... #EDCTH -4:53 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   Will_Powered Maybe we need a new question? :P #EDCTH -4:52 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   scottsampson Oh look - A tumbleweed! Has twitter gone screwy, or are we all too 
busy elsewhere? #EDCTH -4:51 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   Will_Powered @divinefusion I could see that working well #EDCTH -4:37 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   divinefusion Got a response from @jhoysi :Horiz would also be great for mobile 
versions with touch screens. It's becoming a natural motion. #eDCTH -4:34 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   tomsturge @svgrob For the web. But we read left to right and old media is scanned 
left to right (magazines etc.). What are people more used to? #edcth -4:33 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   divinefusion @Will_Powered true that: ) #EDCTH -4:33 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   svgrob @divinefusion I agree with @Will_Powered - down/up is too natural :) 
#EDCTH -4:31 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 
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   Will_Powered @divinefusion Some Joe-Bobs will love being 
educated, but you'll lose those who don't. You can't afford to tick off 
visitors. #EDCTH -4:27 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   scottsampson @kristofcreative lol I agree, it's actually quite an informative site. 
Been some interesting articles on there. #EDCTH -4:26 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   scottsampson @divinefusion The average Joe-bob doesn't want educating - they 
just click the big E on their pc, and use google to surf :P #EDCTH -4:25 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   kristofcreative @ScottSampson Oh no, can't take any credit from them. #EDCTH -

4:25 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   divinefusion @Will_Powered what about edumacating Joe-Bob? 
#can'tgeteverythingonaplatter #eDCTH -4:24 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   Will_Powered It breaks navigation paradigms. It might be awesome looking, but its 
going to take longer for regular user Joe-Bob to figure it out. #EDCTH -4:22 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   scottsampson @kristofcreative Another one of yours Kristof? lol #EDCTH -4:21 PM Jul 

22nd, 2010 

   divinefusion @Will_Powered I think it can work well for portfolio / gallery sites, no? 
#edcth -4:21 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   KrisColvin RT @kristofcreative: A great blog for ecommerce info, tips, etc. is http://
econsultancy.com/blog #EDCTH -4:21 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   kristofcreative A great blog for ecommerce info, tips, etc. is http://econsultancy.
com/blog #EDCTH -4:21 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   scottsampson #Q2 +quick basket preview, easy basket editing, the ability to buy as 
a guest, rather than being forced to register - not doing those #EDCTH -4:20 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   tomsturge @Will_Powered I'm looking forwar to @hicksdesign's new theme project 
Shelf #edcth -4:20 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 
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   scottsampson @svgrob sites should scroll vertically, NOT horizontally. Period. lol 
#EDCTH -4:19 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   DCTH #Q2 What are some must haves on e-commerce sites? what are major fails? 
(via @divinefusion) #EDCTH -4:19 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   svgrob @divinefusion I think horz is good on smaller sites that doesn't have large 
articles... #EDCTH -4:18 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   scottsampson @kristofcreative haha shucks! - It's a decent tool, hence the 
promotion and use :) #EDCTH -4:17 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   scottsampson @divinefusion positively hate - irrelevant of how it's implemented 
#EDCTH -4:17 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   divinefusion @svgrob whatchu mean willis? like the industry of the site? or the 
aesthetic? #EDCTH -4:17 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   kristofcreative @ScottSampson Which is why I love you so much! #EDCTH -4:16 PM Jul 

22nd, 2010 

   scottsampson @kristofcreative ah fair enough :) Just wondered lol #EDCTH -4:16 PM 

Jul 22nd, 2010 

   Will_Powered @divinefusion Mostly hate - its the equivalent of newspapers opening 
from the bottom instead of the side. There are exceptions though #EDCTH -4:16 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   divinefusion @tomsturge great, just signed a nice job, so @svgrob and I have some 
husslin' to do ; ) #edcth -4:16 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   scottsampson @kristofcreative LMAO I have! #EDCTH -4:16 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 
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   svgrob @divinefusion depends how it was implemented... :) 
#EDCTH -4:15 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   kristofcreative @ScottSampson Ned to update the page. #EDCTH -4:15 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   kristofcreative @DCTH I have one. How come you haven't signed up for a free 
TweetReports account - it IS free you know ;) #edcth -4:15 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   scottsampson @divinefusion Indeed - Always handy to know people like him :) 
#EDCTH -4:15 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   divinefusion @DCTH ok i have one, posed this the other day: horizontal scrolling, 
love or hate? #eDCTH -4:14 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   scottsampson @kristofcreative how come you've got .co listed under the "americas" 
list of domains? Surely it'd be under the "general" heading? #EDCTH -4:14 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   tomsturge @divinefusion Superb! How's it with you? #edcth -4:14 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   kristofcreative @divinefusion LOL! Don't let your domain get to close, I may eat it. 
#eDCTH -4:13 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   divinefusion @tomsturge hey luvy. How's you? #edcth -4:12 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   DCTH If you hadn't guessed yet, I don't have anymore questions. Got any you want 
to ask? #edcth -4:12 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   kristofcreative @tomsturge The money I save from getting them at cost pays for it. 
But do make some extra coin from it which is nice #edcth -4:12 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   divinefusion @scottsampson : ) I see you are talking to the domain monster 
@kristofcreative : ) #eDCTH -4:12 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 
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TweetChat - #EDCTH

   tomsturge @divinefusion Hey! #edcth -4:11 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   scottsampson @divinefusion yo #EDCTH -4:11 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   scottsampson @kristofcreative I'll remember that next time I need to purchase a 
new domain :) #EDCTH -4:11 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   tomsturge @kristofcreative I was joking around. Cool that you own it. Good money 
from it? #edcth -4:10 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   svgrob @divinefusion Werd up :D #EDCTH -4:10 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   divinefusion yo yo #eDCTH -4:09 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   kristofcreative @ScottSampson Absolutely. #dcth #EDCTH -4:09 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   kristofcreative @tomsturge I'm a domainer. Own so many, just made sense to 
become a reseller $ get domain at cost. #edcth -4:09 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   scottsampson @kristofcreative haha in which case, do we get an extra discount for 
being such nice friendly #dcth-ers? #EDCTH -4:08 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   scottsampson daily.co.uk do .co domains @ 18.99 a year - one of the cheapest I've 
found, but still ridiculous #EDCTH -4:08 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   kristofcreative @tomsturge It's legit. Promise. I'm not only a client, I'm the owner. 
#fulldisclosure #edcth -4:07 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 
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TweetChat - #EDCTH

   tomsturge @kristofcreative Sweet, my presidential table goes 
next to Leo Laporte (president of the internets) #edcth -4:06 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   scottsampson @kristofcreative haha I'm guessing more than sometimes mate 
#EDCTH -4:06 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   tomsturge @kristofcreative Domain-blaster.com? Who?! Sounds like a phishing site 
to me #edcth -4:06 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   kristofcreative I nominate @tomsturge as President of all domains #edcth -4:05 PM Jul 

22nd, 2010 

   kristofcreative @ScottSampson Woot! Sometimes I get lucky like that ;) #EDCTH -

4:05 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   tomsturge @kristofcreative I think we've just made the internet a better place. 
Quick patent it! Good job people, I claim credit tho =O) #edcth -4:04 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   wpstudios RT @kristofcreative Here's a 5% discount on orders of $25+ (.co 
domains) Promo Code: 5NC25 http://bit.ly/jV8BL #EDCTH -4:04 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   kristofcreative Here's a 5% discount on orders of $25+ (.co domains) Promo Code: 
5NC25 http://bit.ly/jV8BL #EDCTH -4:03 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   scottsampson @tomsturge or, in the case of bedroom pixeljockies - destroyingthe.
web #EDCTH -4:03 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   scottsampson @kristofcreative that's actually a really good idea #EDCTH -4:02 PM Jul 

22nd, 2010 

   tomsturge @scottsampson Betteringthe.web #edcth -4:02 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   scottsampson @tomsturge lol that'd probably point to deviant art or something! 
#EDCTH -4:02 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 
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TweetChat - #EDCTH

   svgrob @tomsturge OK now that IS too long lol #EDCTH -4:01 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   scottsampson as in designingthe.web #EDCTH -4:01 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   scottsampson or how about .web - limited to those of us in the profession? #EDCTH -

4:01 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   tomsturge @scottsampson In context. http://heyyou.lookatmyawesomeportfolio 
#edcth -4:00 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   kristofcreative @tomsturge Could simplify it - just implement extension as domain .
cocacola. Would give authority to trademarked names #EDCTH -4:00 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   scottsampson @tomsturge hahaha sounds like something a teenager would use! .
imakezwebz #EDCTH -4:00 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   svgrob @scottsampson yea that would be great hahah :) #EDCTH -4:00 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   tomsturge @scottsampson .lookatmyawesomeportfolio? #edcth -3:59 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   scottsampson @svgrob aye, but think of the URL web.design - talk about keyword 
heavy lol #EDCTH -3:59 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   bullfrogmedia RT @kristofcreative: If nothing else, owning the .co version will keep 
other's from trying to hijack your traffic - but cost shld be lower #EDCTH -3:59 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   svgrob @scottsampson lol longish though? #EDCTH -3:58 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 
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TweetChat - #EDCTH

   tomsturge @kristofcreative With restriction of course. Like a letter 
limit maybe, I'll make a proper plan of implentation and submit the idea #edcth -

3:58 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   scottsampson I call for a .design TLD :D #EDCTH -3:57 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   kristofcreative @tomsturge: .(your choice) is interesting - could end up with 
domains like coca.cola - but would be almost impossible to map #EDCTH -3:56 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   tomsturge @Will_Powered I meant that =O) #edcth -3:56 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   scottsampson @Will_Powered a likely story.... lol #EDCTH -3:56 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   Will_Powered @tomsturge Haha I was thinking easier to avoid them - you'd never 
be "surprised" by it while looking for something mundane. #EDCTH -3:55 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   scottsampson @tomsturge now that's a neat idea - Not very likely unfortunately, 
but neat. #EDCTH -3:54 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   kristofcreative Trying to find a short original URL these days is crazy hard. Ppl end 
up having to buy a 3-4 word domain name #EDCTH -3:54 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   tomsturge @Will_Powered Easier for the blockers to find them (bad point), easier to 
find the porn (good point) #edcth -3:54 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   scottsampson @kristofcreative That's a fact. I think the cost is ridiculous. But then 
so's the cost of a .com in comparison to a .co.uk etc #EDCTH -3:53 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   Will_Powered @tomsturge I think adding .xxx wont be worth it unless porn sites are 
restricted to the TLD - which would be impossible to enforce #EDCTH -3:53 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   tomsturge .(your choice) would be great. A dynamic TLD scheme so you can have a 
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TweetChat - #EDCTH

really custom URL #edcth -3:52 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   kristofcreative If nothing else, owning the .co version will keep other's from trying 
to hijack your traffic - but cost shld be lower #EDCTH -3:52 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   scottsampson @kristofcreative IMHO, it's just a means to cash in. And as has 
already been said, it feels like there's something missing from it #EDCTH -3:52 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   kristofcreative @scottsampson The .com does 2 things; creates new monetary 
option of domain registrar and gives biz option to get shorter URL #EDCTH -3:51 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   scottsampson @svgrob Alas no. I much prefer luncheon meat #EDCTH -3:51 PM Jul 

22nd, 2010 

   tomsturge I think the .xxx domain is a good idea. If only the porn sites would pick it 
up #edcth -3:51 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   scottsampson @tomsturge Aye that's a valid point lol. It's all about the $$$£££$$$ 
#EDCTH -3:51 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   imaginif Sadly have to miss this one. U kids have fun ;) RT @DCTH Come join us at 
#edcth in the TweetChat room: http://tweetchat.com/room/edcth -3:50 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   svgrob @scottsampson #Q1 you don't like spam!?!?! #EDCTH -3:50 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   tomsturge @scottsampson More monies to the boys who run the TLDs. Don't 
remember the name of the company #edcth -3:50 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   kristofcreative As opposed to other extensions like .net, .org, etc, there's a greater 
chance for someone to infringe on your brand #EDCTH -3:50 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   scottsampson @svgrob haha more isn't always better - There's enough crap on the 
net as it is - why encourage more spam and bullshit? #EDCTH -3:49 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 
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TweetChat - #EDCTH

   svgrob @scottsampson #Q1 we need mooooreeeee! :D #EDCTH -3:48 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   scottsampson #Q1 I honestly don't see the need for any more TLD's - What's wrong 
with the ones we've got? #EDCTH -3:46 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   svgrob @tomsturge yea - something else would have been better lol #EDCTH -3:45 PM 

Jul 22nd, 2010 

   tweetreports RT @DCTH: Come join us at #edcth in the TweetChat room: http://
tweetchat.com/room/edcth -3:42 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   kristofcreative RT @DCTH: Come join us at #edcth in the TweetChat room: http://
tweetchat.com/room/edcth -3:42 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   allseo RT @DCTH: Come join us at #edcth in the TweetChat room: http://tweetchat.
com/room/edcth -3:42 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   tomsturge @svgrob Like the address got cut off. Either lost an (m) or (.uk) #edcth -

3:41 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   svgrob @tomsturge #Q1yea I would agree... feels broken lol #EDCTH -3:40 PM Jul 22nd, 

2010 

   tomsturge #Q1 I personally don't like the domain. Feels like it's missing something, 
but that's because I'm used to saying/thinking .co.uk #edcth -3:37 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   scottsampson RT @svgrob: @DCTH #Q1 have not even thought about it! :D // 
Ditto! #EDCTH -3:36 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   svgrob @DCTH #Q1 have not even thought about it! :D #EDCTH -3:36 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   wpstudios RT @DCTH Come join us at #edcth in the TweetChat room: http://
tweetchat.com/room/edcth -3:36 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 
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TweetChat - #EDCTH

   DCTH Come join us at #edcth in the TweetChat room: http://tweetchat.com/room/
edcth -3:36 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   DCTH #Q1 What do you think of the new .co - do you plan to purchase? What about 
advising clients to? Reasons why/why not? (via @curiouslt) #EDCTH -3:34 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   DCTH Okay, question time. If you got any of your own don't be afraid to ask #edcth 

-3:34 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   tomsturge @Will_Powered Howdy sir #edcth -3:32 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   tomsturge @DCTH I'm already in =O) #edcth -3:31 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   DCTH @tomsturge you wanna log in and take over? :D #edcth -3:31 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   scottsampson Evening Tom, Evening Will #EDCTH -3:31 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   DCTH @Will_Powered Welcome will :D good to see you hear :) #edcth -3:30 PM Jul 22nd, 

2010 

   Will_Powered Howdy folks. First time here. #EDCTH -3:30 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   DCTH @tomsturge Huraaahhh! :D #edcth -3:29 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   tomsturge @DCTH Slow this week? #edcth -3:28 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 
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TweetChat - #EDCTH

   tomsturge I'm here!!! *Out of breath* #edcth -3:27 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   DCTH So how is everyone else - anyone around? :D quiet start this week.... #edcth -

3:25 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   DCTH @scottsampson "ITS NOT WORKING!!..... oh." #edcth -3:20 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   scottsampson Where is everyone tonight? it's too quiet in ere! #EDCTH -3:19 PM Jul 

22nd, 2010 

   scottsampson @DCTH I find I tend to mix the two, which definitely throws some... 
interesting... errors lol #EDCTH -3:18 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   DCTH @scottsampson I found it amusing when I start writing PHP where the jQuery 
should go or vice versa lol #edcth -3:18 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   scottsampson @DCTH yep lol - been drivin me nuts all day! #EDCTH -3:14 PM Jul 22nd, 

2010 

   DCTH pre-question question... does anyone else find coding in PHP and jquery at 
the same time kinda confusing sometimes lol #edcth -3:12 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   scottsampson @DCTH agreed. A nice little diversion this #EDCTH -3:12 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   DCTH @scottsampson awesomes :D well most people should tbh - it's like one of 
your 5-a-day! #edcth -3:11 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   scottsampson @DCTH Aye not bad mate. Working hard as usual, but figured I'd 
take a breather for this ere thing :) #EDCTH -3:09 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   DCTH @scottsampson good thanks dude :) just trying to relax a little :) how about 
you? #edcth -3:08 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 
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TweetChat - #EDCTH

   scottsampson @DCTH haha cheers How be thee this evening? #EDCTH -3:04 PM Jul 

22nd, 2010 

   DCTH @scottsampson Good envening - love the avatar :D #edcth -3:04 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   scottsampson Join me for a #EDCTH TweetChat at: http://tweetchat.com/room/
EDCTH #EDCTH -3:03 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   scottsampson Evening people #EDCTH -3:01 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   DCTH Join me for a #edcth TweetChat at: http://tweetchat.com/room/edcth #edcth 

-3:00 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   DCTH Here we are! Mr @tomsturge is hosting this evening, although it's @svgrob at 
the moment :) #edcth -3:00 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   pablolarah 5mins - lets get this design dev chat going - brew up guys, it's nearly 
here! #edcth RT @DCTH -2:57 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   DCTH 5mins - lets get this design dev chat going - brew up guys, it's nearly here! 
#edcth -2:57 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   DCTH 15 mins until the good ship #EDCTH sets sale from the dock of Twitterland... 
#edcth -2:45 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   bluewavemedia RT @DCTH: We do doth be beginingeth in 25min's eth! Quest-ions 
in with haste! #edcth -2:40 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 

   DCTH We do doth be beginingeth in 25min's eth! Quest-ions in with haste! #edcth -

2:35 PM Jul 22nd, 2010 
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